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HI,

When listening to and reading the news it’s easy to conclude that there is also a
pandemic of hate circulating around the world. Continually there are reports of
systematic racism and prejudice, both today and in the past…and likely the future
won’t be much di�erent. In Canada, we are now dealing with the discovery of 215
bodies of Indigenous children in a mass grave at an Indian Residential School in
British Columbia (see the story below). The U.S. reports more than one armed
massacre in its streets every day, often directed at minorities. Even the search for
the origins of SARS-CoV-2 has led to an outpouring of violence and vileness
towards Asian people, so totally uncalled for. While it took about 14 years to �nally
deduce the source of SARS, which was a profoundly disturbing pandemic that ‘only’
killed 800 persons, the current search is now fraught with all the conspiracy
theorists lashing out.

If one was to impose the current ‘culture’ of misinformation on any poor or other
nation, we’d be going crazy with condemnation of that country and their leaders.
We used to euphemistically call it corruption. But that corruption has now gone
mainstream among many politicians and their followers in both the United States
and Canada. I was totally ba�ed this last week when in Manitoba (the Canadian
middle province of 1.4 million) they simultaneously announced the absolute worst
case rate of Covid-19 in North America while ticketing and arresting  hundreds
of people protesting against public health control measures. Where does that type
of thinking come from? In which country do these people live? It makes me feel
ashamed.

As we now race against the pandemics and also the climate crisis and destruction
of biodiversity nationally and globally, we must keep calm and clear heads, and
stay focused on what we know and see happening around us. This pandemic of
hate is insidious and its close correlation with the spread of deadly disease and
Earth wrenching change is a worrisome challenge for us all.

In today’s Planetary Health Weekly (#22 of the year) you’ll read more about both
deadly pandemic disease of the viral and social type and much more. There's no
shortage of good work to be done. Our stories include: 

Canada pledges to strengthen 2030 climate targets, 
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Photos raise alarm over old-growth logging in British Columbia, 

CORONAVIRUS UPDATES: 
Covid vaccine certi�cates must obey privacy laws say Canadian
commissioners, 

The latest Covid-19 data from Canada and around the world, 

Where is Canada in the �ght against Covid-19? (a dashboard of the
latest numbers from each province), 

Real-time updates on Covid-19 cases in Ontario, 

Why can’t more vaccines be made? (podcast), 

The Yankees Covid outbreak may be bad news for ditching masks, 

An Oregon church sued over Covid-19 restrictions; then an outbreak
there sickened 74, 

Among the unvaccinated, the Covid-19 pandemic is still raging out of
control, 

Vaccine misinformation insights report for May, 

Chinese-made vaccines are being subject to misleading narratives,

Taiwan’s Covid stumble shows perils of even the smallest slip-up,

Vietnam's new hybrid variant may be fuelling its worst outbreak so far,

Here’s the latest on Covid-19 vaccines, 

Seven EU nations start issuing Covid certi�cates, and

There have been 7m-13m excess deaths worldwide during the
pandemic, THEN 

These graphics clearly show how the world is racing to climate failure, 

Genetically engineered mosquitoes coming soon to Florida and Texas? 

Aussie brewer o�ers beer for excess solar energy, 

Court orders Shell to slash CO2 emissions in landmark climate ruling, 

The powerful new �nancial argument for fossil-fuel divestment, 

How agroecology can help food systems be more climate-resilient and Small
farms best are better than big ag in biodiversity and crop yields, 

Experts urge world leaders to put marine ecosystems at the heart of climate
policy, 

215 bodies of children found buried at former British Columbia Indian
residential school, 

June is National Indigenous History Month in Canada, 

Free online course on Indigenous history and contemporary issues, 

A Quote on the origins of Covid-19, 

How to fact-check like a journalist (3 minute video “Take On Fake”), 

The drainage basins of the world’s longest rivers mapped, 

Introducing the Existential Risk Observatory, 

Humanizing leadership to address the grand challenge of rising inequalities, 

New book: “Covid-19 From The Margins: Pandemic Invisibilities, Policies and
Resistance in the Data�ed Society,” 

Introducing the Global Consortium on Climate and Health Education, and 

ENDSHOTS from Lake Joseph, Ontario amid the latest world and Canadian
Covid-19 stats and charts.



Do keep reading. Best, david

David Zakus, Editor and Publisher

White�sh Lake, Ontario
June 3, 2021

Canada Pledges to Strengthen 2030
Climate Targets. How Ambitious Should

We Be?

Humanity is hurtling towards a full-blown climate crisis. To avoid that dystopian
future, all the world's countries joined together �ve years ago and signed the Paris
Agreement. Unfortunately, the initial climate targets pledged under it aren't nearly
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strong enough to deal with the intensifying climate emergency. So, a central part of
the agreement is a ratcheting mechanism in which countries strengthen their
climate targets every �ve years. That's this year. Read more at National Observer.

Photos Raise Alarm Over Old-Growth
Logging in British Columbia

There are few sights as magni�cent as an ancient tree. The towering cedars, �rs
and spruces of Canada's Paci�c Northwest can reach diameters of up to 20 feet as
they grow over hundreds of years. Some are a thousand years old. They provide
wildlife habitats, sustain immense biodiversity that's still being discovered, and
store up to three times more carbon than younger forests.

The old-growth forests of British Columbia remain the world's largest intact stand
of temperate rainforest, but they are under threat from logging. Despite the
provincial government's promises to protect old-growth forests, an area equivalent
of 10,000 football �elds is razed every year on Vancouver Island alone. This is a
devastating loss that TJ Watt of the Ancient Forest Alliance tells Treehugger makes
no sense whatsoever. Read more at Tree Hugger.

SARS-CoV-2 & COVID-19 UPDATES
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Source: https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/ma...

Globally, the pandemic rages but with some improvement,
including signi�cantly in Canada and the USA, but still not
good in Latin America (with 8 of the top 12 countries for
new cases). Some 30 million vaccines continue being given
each day, now reaching more than 2 billion. 
Over the last week there were about 3.2 million new cases
of Covid-19 (down about 8%) and a staggering 192,000 new
related deaths (23% more than last week due to Peru's
catch-up reporting of 120,000 - otherwise stable).
(See also ENDSHOTS at the end of this newsletter for
various COVID-19 charts and stats from Canada and around
the world.)

"It is the plague in seemingly all sincerity." Bob Woodward

COVID Vaccine Certi�cates Must Obey
Privacy Laws, Say Canadian

Commissioners
Credit: Toronto Star

With the Canadian governments slowly easing pandemic restrictions entering
buildings and taking commercial �ights, some are calling for people to have COVID-
19 vaccine certi�cates to prove they have been inoculated. However, the country’s
privacy commissioners warn these documents or digital apps — sometimes called
vaccine passports — have to meet federal and provincial privacy laws.

Governments approving vaccine certi�cates must consider three factors:

Necessity – vaccine passports must be necessary to achieve each intended
public health purpose. Their necessity must be evidence-based and there
must be no other less privacy-intrusive measures available and equally
e�ective in achieving the speci�ed purposes.
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E�ectiveness – vaccine passports must be likely to be e�ective at achieving
each of their de�ned purposes at the outset and must continue to be
e�ective throughout their lifecycle.

Proportionality – the privacy risks associated with vaccine passports must be
proportionate to each of the public health purposes they are intended to
address. Data minimization should be applied so that the least amount of
personal health information is collected, used or disclosed.

Exactly what a vaccine certi�cate looks like is still under discussion. It could be a
signed piece of paper or a digital app.

Toronto privacy lawyer Barry Sookman of the McCarthy Tetrault law �rm said in an
interview that a number of his business clients have been investigating the
possibility of demanding COVID vaccine certi�cates. “It’s a useful tool that
organizations that want to ensure safety of people that are going to use a service
where there is a possibility of infecting others” are pondering, he said. Read more
at at itWorldCanada.

READ MORE COVID-19 STORIES:
At the Star: The Latest COVID-19 Data from Canada and Around the World. Check
here for Updates on Cases and Deaths

At the Star: Where is Canada in the Fight Against COVID-19? Use this Dashboard for
the Latest Numbers from Each Province

At the Star: See Real-time Updates on COVID-19 Cases in Ontario. Search our
Database to Find Your Local Public Health Unit

At Economist: Why Can’t More Vaccines Be Made? (40 Minute Podcast)

At Wired: The Yankees Covid Outbreak May Be Bad News for Ditching Masks

At the Washington Post: An Oregon Church Sued Over Covid-19 Restrictions. Then
An Outbreak There Sickened 74

At Daily Kos: Among the Unvaccinated, the COVID-19 Pandemic is Still Raging Out
of Control

At First Draft News: Vaccine Misinformation Insights Report: May

At First Draft News: Chinese-made vaccines are being subject to misleading
narratives

At National Geographic: Here’s the Latest on COVID-19 Vaccines

At Telegraph: Taiwan’s Covid stumble shows perils of even the smallest slip-up

At Telegraph: Vietnam's new hybrid variant may be fuelling its worst outbreak so
far

At Health Economic Times: 7 EU nations start issuing Covid certs   A digital Covid
certi�cate system that will facilitate travel within the EU became operational ahead
of schedule in seven countries on Tuesday. The ‘digital green certi�cate’ records
whether people have been fully vaccinated, recovered from the virus or tested
negative within 72 hours. Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, Greece,
Croatia and Poland made the certi�cates available. The system would be used in
all 27 EU countries as of July 1.
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At Economist: There Have Been 7m-13m Excess Deaths Worldwide During the
Pandemic (and chart below)

These Graphics Show How the World is
Racing to Climate Failure

            Credit: Andrea Booher/FEMA/Wikimedia Commons
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“Whatever our world leaders are 'doing' to reduce emissions, they are doing it wrong …
Our political leaders have failed us … We have to understand what the older generation
has dealt to us, what mess they have created that we have to clean up and live with.” —
Greta Thunberg. The primary force overheating our planet, destabilizing our
climate, and acidifying our oceans is the CO2 humans are dumping into the
atmosphere. Read more at National Observer.

Genetically Engineered Mosquitoes
Coming Soon to Florida and Texas?

Credit: Met O�ce

Oxitec, a biotech company, is currently lobbying for state and local approvals in
Florida and Texas for the release of at least half a billion of its patented genetically
engineered (GE) mosquitoes into communities. In May 2020, the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) approved experimental trials for Oxitec Corporation’s new
GE mosquito for release in Monroe County, FL, and Harris County, TX. Scienti�c
research has found that genetically engineered mosquitoes pose signi�cant risks
to human health and ecosystems. Despite a lack of independent safety
assessment, regulatory oversight, proof of e�ectiveness, transparency, and most
importantly prior informed consent from the communities, both Oxitec and the
U.S. government seemed determined to push ahead with the release. A �nal
approval on the release of the mosquitoes in Florida is pending.  Read more
at Carbon Brief.

See Also at The Weather Network: First batch of genetically modi�ed mosquitoes
about to be released

Power Drinkers - Aussie Brewer O�ers
Beer for Excess Solar Energy
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Credit: A VB Solar Exchange van is seen in front of a house with solar panels, in this undated

handout image obtained March 31, 2021. Victoria Bitter via REUTERS.

MELBOURNE (Reuters) - How about a cool beer in exchange for your excess solar
power? That’s the o�er from Asahi Group’s Carlton and United Breweries (CUB) in
Australia, serving up Victorian Bitter to households who have rooftop solar power
to spare, in what the companies involved believe to be a world �rst. Along with
putting solar panels on its Melbourne brewery and buying power from a solar
farm, CUB is looking to buy excess solar power from households, paying in cans of
beer instead of cash, to help meet its target to use 100% renewable power by 2025.
Read more at Reuters.

GOOD NEWS

Court Orders Shell to Slash CO2
Emissions in Landmark Climate Ruling

Credit: CNN
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London (CNN Business) A Dutch court has ruled that Royal Dutch Shell must
dramatically reduce its carbon emissions in a landmark climate decision that could
have far reaching consequences for oil companies.

The company must slash its CO2 emissions by 45% by 2030 from 2019 levels,
according to a judgment from a district court in The Hague on Wednesday. That
includes emissions from its own operations and from the energy products it
sells.This is the �rst time that a court has ruled a company needs to reduce its
emissions in line with global climate goals, according to Friends of the Earth
Netherlands, an environmental campaigning group that brought the case against
Shell (RDSA).

The verdict could pave the way for similar cases to be brought in other countries,
forcing oil companies to reduce fossil fuel production. It comes just a week after
the in�uential International Energy Agency told oil companies they need to stop
drilling for oil and gas right now to prevent a climate catastrophe. Shell has just
appealed the ruling. Read more at CNN.

MORE GOOD NEWS

The Powerful New Financial Argument
for Fossil-Fuel Divestment

Credit: David Grossman/Alamy

In a few months, a small British �nancial think tank will mark the tenth anniversary
of the publication of a landmark research report that helped launch the global
fossil-fuel-divestment movement. As that celebration takes place, another seminal
report—this one obtained under the Freedom of Information Act from the world’s
largest investment house—closes the loop on one of the key arguments of that
decade-long �ght. It de�nitively shows that the �rms that joined that divestment
e�ort have pro�ted not only morally but also �nancially.
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The original report, from the London-based Carbon Tracker Initiative, found
something stark: the world’s fossil-fuel companies had �ve times more carbon in
their reserves than scientists thought we could burn and stay within any sane
temperature target. The numbers meant that, if those companies carried out their
business plans, the planet would overheat. At the time, Bill McKibben discussed
the report with Naomi Klein, who, like him, had been a college student when
divestment campaigns helped undercut corporate support for apartheid, and to
them this seemed a similar �ght; indeed, e�orts were already under way at a few
scattered places like Swarthmore College, in Pennsylvania. In July, 2012, McKibben
published an article in Rolling Stone calling for a broader, large-scale campaign,
and, over the next few years, helped organize roadshows here and abroad. Today,
portfolios and endowments have committed to divest nearly �fteen trillion dollars.
Read more at New Yorker

OPINION

How Agroecology Can Help Food
Systems Be More Climate-resilient

“Resilience ... can be compared to a spider web: The more nodes and �exible threads that are part

of the system, the better it can bu�er external shocks.” Credit: Markus Spiske on Unsplash

Global food security is increasingly under threat. The COVID-19 pandemic has
demonstrated how vulnerable our food supply chains are. In the medium term,
however, a changing climate, together with dramatic biodiversity loss, is the much
bigger challenge. Agriculture is both villain and victim in the midst of a global
climate and biodiversity crisis and we urgently need to transform how we produce
food. But how can we foster resilience to increasing external shocks and adapt to
changing conditions to support the most vulnerable?. Read more at Devex.

See Also at National Observer: Small Farms Beat Out Big Ag in Biodiversity and
Crop Yields: study

SPOTLIGHT ON POLICY
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Experts Urge World Leaders to 'Put
Marine Ecosystems at the Heart of

Climate Policy'

                                                                                                                                                                               

 Credit: 

As global weather experts warned that the world’s oceans are “under threat like
never before,” more than 3,000 scientists, politicians and other public �gures had
endorsed an open letter urging national governments to “recognize the critical
importance of our ocean and blue carbon in the �ght against the climate
emergency.” Led by the Environmental Justice Foundation (EJF) and backed by 66
partner groups, the letter (pdf) calling on world leaders to “put marine ecosystems
at the heart of climate policy” is now open to public signature and will be
presented to governments before November’s United Nations Climate Change
Conference (COP26) in Glasgow. Read more at Desmog

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS WELLNESS

Tk’emlups Con�rms Bodies of 215
Children Buried at Former Kamloops,
British Columbia, Indian Residential

School
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https://ejfoundation.org/resources/downloads/Blue-Carbon-Open-Letter.pdf
https://act.ejfoundation.org/bluecarbon
https://www.desmog.com/2021/03/22/experts-world-leaders-marine-ecosystems-climate-policy/?utm_source=DeSmog%20Weekly%20Newsletter
https://cfjctoday.com/2021/05/27/tkemlups-confirms-bodies-of-215-children-buried-at-former-kamloops-indian-residential-school-site/


                                                                                                                                                                           

Credit: Dustin Godfrey

The chief of the Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc calls the discovery “unthinkable”. The
band con�rmed Thursday (May 27) it has found the remains of 215 children buried
on the site of the former Kamloops Indian Residential School.

Chief Rosanne Casimir says the presence of the remains was “a knowing” in the
Tk’emlups community, but was con�rmed this past weekend with the help of a
ground-penetrating radar specialist. The Tk’emlups Heritage Park is now closed to
the public as work continues, with the potential crews may �nd more remains. The
children, some as young as three, were students at the school, which was once the
largest in Canada’s residential school system. Casimir says it’s believed the deaths
are undocumented, Read more at: CFJC Today

See Also at: Government of Canada: National Indigenous History
Month – June, 2021 Commemorate National Indigenous History
Month 2021 to recognize the history, heritage and diversity of First
Nations, Inuit and Métis peoples in Canada.

See Also:

Indigenous Canada is a free Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) from the Faculty
of Native Studies at University of Alberta in Edmonton that explores Indigenous
histories and contemporary issues in Canada.

https://cfjctoday.com/2021/05/27/tkemlups-confirms-bodies-of-215-children-buried-at-former-kamloops-indian-residential-school-site/
https://www.rcaanc-cirnac.gc.ca/eng/1466616436543/1534874922512
https://www.ualberta.ca/admissions-programs/online-courses/indigenous-canada/index.html
https://www.ualberta.ca/native-studies/index.html


Credit: THE WUHAN INSTITUTE OF VIROLOGY IS UNDER SCRUTINY FOR ALLEGED
LINKS TO THE PANDEMIC. PHOTO: HECTOR RETAMAL / AFP

Quote Of The Week

"The novel coronavirus originated in nature. It has no agenda, no morals
or political belief. Its presence among our species is a result of human
activity. It is an indictment on all of humanity that when confronted with a
common threat, the immediate response from governments has been
more arti�cial divisions to determine who deserves to live and who must
die. In the eyes of a state, security is not about preserving life but
sustaining power. People are sacri�ced to secure the fragile pride of a
�ag. The future is bartered to ful�ll capitalism’s endless demand for pro�t.
Truth gives way to partisan motives. 

"A crisis reveals the best and worst of humanity. A community can extend
from the near and dear to reach the farthest realms. Our fates on this
planet are bound in the same fabric. The history of this pandemic is still
being written. What we do now will decide how the next one plays out."

Yangyang Cheng: a postdoctoral fellow at Yale Law School’s Paul Tsai China
Center and a particle physicist. Follow her on Twitter.

Read More at VICE: We’re Not Ready for the Next Pandemic

Upcoming Events

https://www.desmog.com/2021/03/22/experts-world-leaders-marine-ecosystems-climate-policy/?utm_source=DeSmog%20Weekly%20Newsletter
https://twitter.com/yangyang_cheng
https://www.vice.com/en/article/wx5ndx/china-coronavirus-origins-who-mission


May 12 - June 8, 2021: CoPEH-Canada Multisite Course and
Webinar Series on Ecosystem Approaches to Health (8 sessions
virtually)

May 31 - June 18, 2021: The McGill Summer Institute of Infectious
Diseases and Global Health (100% online from McGill University,
Montreal, Canada)

June 7-9, 2021: Executive Course: Global Health Diplomacy (Dalla
Lana School of Public Health, University of Toronto, Canada)

June 29-30, 2021: Telemedicine International Summit on
Innovation & Technology

September 16-18, 2021: North American Refugee Health
Conference (NARHC) (Faculty of Medicine, University of Toronto).
This year's conference will be o�ered completely online.

September 27 - October 1, 2021: 12th European Congress On
Tropical Medicine And International Health: Global Challenges In
Health, Migration And Equity

Sept. 29 – Oct. 1, 2021: Net Zero Festival by Business Green
(London and Online)

October 6-8, 2021: Public Health 2021: Annual conference of the
CPHA

November 1-12, 2021: 2020/2021 UN Climate Change Conference
UNFCCC COP26 - Postponed in 2020 and now to be held
November, 2021 (Glasgow, Scotland).

November 11, 2021: Evidenced Based Research Being Carried
Out in Low and Middle Income Countries ADAPT will host their
second online conference by Physios in Global Health.

FYI#1 SPOTLIGHT ON MEDIA

How to Fact-Check Like a
Journalist (Award winning 3
minute DIY video: "Take On

Fake")

http://www.copeh-canada.org/en/key-areas/training-and-capacity-building/course.html
https://e1.envoke.com/m/1282c8aea2779512bd15f0607458abda/m/86c188074f8e6816b875f6ce01eb0a3e/c94b36ba5a03a03c55aecd8e57cae588
http://www.dlsph.utoronto.ca/institutes/centre-for-global-health/global-health-diplomacy-course/
https://digitalhealthcareworldcongress.com/?gclid=Cj0KCQjwsLWDBhCmARIsAPSL3_1yZc6jvEms161GvAvQCELx2Fr_RnRv-PIwDijETI6lAZe-cWPhCAwaAqafEALw_wcB
https://www.northamericanrefugeehealth.com/?ct=t%282021-02-26-NARHC-CALL-ABSTRACT%29
https://ectmih2021.no/
https://netzerofestival.com/netzerofestival2021/en/page/home
https://www.cpha.ca/publichealth2021
https://sdg.iisd.org/events/2020-un-climate-change-conference-unfccc-cop-26/
https://adaptcsp.co.uk/events/evidenced-based-research-being-carried-out-in-low-and-middle-income-countries/


Credit: WebbyAwards

Fact-checking isn’t just for professional journalists. With so much misinformation
around COVID-19, how can you check the facts for yourself? Multimedia journalist
Laura Garcia from First Draft walks us through how she fact-checked a viral video
of an "escaped coronavirus patient" using free tools on the internet. 

First Draft: https://�rstdraftnews.org/ 

Resources InVID video veri�cation tool: https://www.invid-project.eu/ 

Google Maps: https://www.google.com/maps 

Google Image Search: https://www.google.com/imghp 

Don’t forget to Like & Subscribe: https://bit.ly/3dziPoH 

Take on Fake debunks claims you’ve seen or shared online to show you how to stay
informed. Host Hari Sreenivasan follows the Internet rabbit hole of misinformation,
reading beyond a single headline to �nd credible sources to uncover the truth.

Read More at WebbyAwards

https://winners.webbyawards.com/2021/video/general-video/how-to-explainer-diy/167016/how-to-factcheck-like-a-journalist
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbmcyd1BHTnRmNEZJa2ZkdUdhUHByX1hvTHNZd3xBQ3Jtc0traVFGWGdBaDNsZXgyS2N1d2lwSERfSW01SlNBbEpmSmkySndQSmtuR1NUenM5MUI1RFZiS05IMVRFREZ3WDJaV0NaTGV2dkpJUy1DU0ZoX3BWd0dmeVpWZXBiX1paYkp5SGlYc1lGcUFYRmFXU2pyQQ&q=https%3A%2F%2Ffirstdraftnews.org%2F
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbk43UjVwN213TjdXdENmX2ljczZpX1RjemRYUXxBQ3Jtc0tsTW1xUlZ5U3FFcV9BYi1RTlJPRkhhcWg0Zy1tN0ZZVWRwbHg1UXZzRDNVUDBjeS1JSTBwQWF4aGtZREZ3TXF1TFN0NlR4ZGk3dTZqS1FrNlh5Qm53cVJ2N0JLb3hXZFhseUd5aUZxYVpWVXNzZzZHMA&q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.invid-project.eu%2F
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbmpQWllHT2Y4V0FMSm9XV0xFbVh0MmZQR2xqZ3xBQ3Jtc0tra3VCMnJUUFQxd3MwVWhzNmZLTkgxeEZjQkY0VzNVTFF0NXFkTlNSM3d1V3lpTEpXWDhETFdqMERsdnM2ZFVnTld3WG9oWHBvXzhkM1lJSzNZdk0zUFE2U0Y4Uk04QUx3dmc2S2xlN245VTNTelBPbw&q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fmaps%3Fentry%3Dyt
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbkdOcERYTUZMTTlwNUtiOF9VcjVGZ2Y4Z21md3xBQ3Jtc0tubVBabVdPWThGVC16QmdfMWgwTkJhdHJwSlEwd09PQ0FscjFRNGVCa2NDUmZ4czA0eGtTRW52amxNNjZzMy0zWG95Um5CdGZrN3BlUUhRbHFwdDZBa0FrWlZ4UUxpUktZQUlDSHZvSFFjVUU3cFdIQQ&q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.com%2Fimghp
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqbENYQXNfVEs3MUNsU1BDTlRPbm1rM1pJM2F5UXxBQ3Jtc0tsVmRxcEVOTmtteXBKaXRZbU9jeGxFdFpQRkNSR2lkanN6aWdFeFdoNEV4QzZ5VFNaM0ZaLVJWdGNyeU1nRnFZMWFULUNvMVQycFNId0JoZ0MwRjE4dllCeDJpdkNGZEo1RElveUJ0ZkhfQzNIZHVDRQ&q=https%3A%2F%2Fbit.ly%2F3dziPoH
https://winners.webbyawards.com/2021/video/general-video/how-to-explainer-diy/167016/how-to-factcheck-like-a-journalist


FYI #2

Mapped: The Drainage Basins of the
World’s Longest Rivers

                                                                                                                Credit: Visual Capitalist

Most of the earth’s surface is covered in water, but less than 1% of it is the fresh
water that makes up the rivers and lakes we’re familiar with.

The water we encounter in life is moving through the stages of the water cycle.
And even though rivers make up a tiny portion of all fresh water, they’re still one of
the most visible parts of that cycle, especially for the billions of people who live in
cities and towns built alongside them. Of course, rivers don’t just appear out of
nowhere. They’re the end result of water’s land-based journey–the product of
many compounding in�ows collected within a drainage basin.

The map above, from Reddit user r/CountZapolai, illustrates how massive the
drainage basins can be for the world’s longest rivers.

See and Read More at Visual Capitalist

FYI #3

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/mapped-the-drainage-basins-of-the-worlds-longest-rivers/
https://www.usgs.gov/special-topic/water-science-school/science/fundamentals-water-cycle
https://www.reddit.com/r/MapPorn/comments/m3ii8d/drainage_basins_of_the_worlds_longest_rivers/
http://%20https//www.visualcapitalist.com/mapped-the-drainage-basins-of-the-worlds-longest-rivers/


Existential Risk Observatory:
Reducing Human Extinction Risks by

Informing the Public Debate

Human extinction risk has increased from almost zero to an estimated
likelihood of one in six in the next hundred years. We think this likelihood is
unacceptably high. We also believe that the �rst step towards decreasing
existential risk is awareness.

Therefore, the Existential Risk Observatory is committed to reducing human
existential risk by informing the public debate.

Read More at Existential Risk Observatory

FYI #4

Humanizing Leadership to Address
the Grand Challenge of Rising

https://www.existentialriskobservatory.org/?mbid&utm_source=nl&utm_brand=tny&utm_mailing=TNY_Climate_040721&utm_campaign=aud-dev&utm_medium=email&bxid=5be9d92624c17c6adf400057&cndid=50304278&hasha=07de62a219f5914fc14e064589a09ea8&hashb=9979984fe8903f0e0e8debcd0782b594b0be10e7&hashc=4c40ec543e9bc6c6adb8487836677326c0568da898776b551b29aad960671c6a&esrc&utm_term=TNY_ClimateCrisis
https://www.existentialriskobservatory.org/?mbid&utm_source=nl&utm_brand=tny&utm_mailing=TNY_Climate_040721&utm_campaign=aud-dev&utm_medium=email&bxid=5be9d92624c17c6adf400057&cndid=50304278&hasha=07de62a219f5914fc14e064589a09ea8&hashb=9979984fe8903f0e0e8debcd0782b594b0be10e7&hashc=4c40ec543e9bc6c6adb8487836677326c0568da898776b551b29aad960671c6a&esrc&utm_term=TNY_ClimateCrisis


Inequalities: Leadership in a Post-
COVID World

The year 2020 has become synonymous with grand problems impacting
individuals’ economic, health, emotional and social well-being. A broad public
opinion attributes these challenges to a leadership crisis. For example, the
Edelman Trust Barometer, an instrument used for measuring global confidence in
business and governments since 2012, indicates high public distrust with leaders
worldwide. Over the past decade, many scholars have argued that there is a need
to build confidence in our leaders and institutions. These concerns have led to
calls for rethinking the leadership paradigm. To take up re-conceptualizing
leadership , we pay attention to the current context. 

Within this discussion, responsibility, collaboration, learning and equity stand out
as essential themes. Solving grand problems requires a sense of responsibility,
coordinated efforts and pragmatic collaborations with stakeholders. To build
equitable organizations, they must actively address inequalities, examine and
transform structures, and vocalize their concerns publicly. While not a small
undertaking, this requires a paradigm shift to broaden the leader mindset beyond
commercial and intellectual goal-focused activities and towards existential and
cultural dimensions. 

We refer to this shift as humanizing leadership. The humanizing approach
emphasizes the relational and co-constitutive aspects of leadership. To lead,
leaders must learn to collaborate with followers and commune with their
environment.

Read More at Academia

https://www.academia.edu/45601830/Humanizing_to_Address_the_Grand_Challenge_of_Rising_Inequalities_Leadership_in_a_Post_COVID_World?email_work_card=title
https://www.academia.edu/45601830/Humanizing_to_Address_the_Grand_Challenge_of_Rising_Inequalities_Leadership_in_a_Post_COVID_World?email_work_card=title


FYI #5: FIRST OF JUNE READING

New Book: "COVID-19 From The
Margins: Pandemic Invisibilities,

Policies and Resistance in the
Data�ed Society" - Edited by

Stefania Milan, Emiliano Treré and
Silvia Masiero (free download)



Credit: Book Cover

In the �rst pandemic of the data�ed society, the disempowered were denied a
voice in the heavily quanti�ed mainstream narrative. Featuring stories of
invisibility, injustice, hope and resistance, this book gives voice to communities at
the margins in the Global South and beyond. The multilingual, polycentric and
pluriversal narration invites the reader to enact and experience “Big Data from the
South(s)” as a decolonial lens to read the pandemic.

https://networkcultures.org/blog/publication/covid-19-from-the-margins-pandemic-invisibilities-policies-and-resistance-in-the-datafied-society/


Available on Network Cultures

FYI#6: SPOTLIGHT ON EDUCATION

Global Consortium on Climate and
Health Education

                                                                                     Credit: GCCHE

The e�ects of climate change are already harming health around the world, and
impacts will only intensify in the coming years. Heat waves and rainstorms are
becoming more deadly, disease outbreaks last longer and are seen in new regions,
wild�re smoke from tinder-dry forests reduces air quality, and food and water
security are threatened by extreme weather.

There is an imperative for quick action on many fronts: to recognize and respond
to climate-health threats; prevent climate change at its source by reducing heat-
trapping greenhouse gas emissions; support “greener” systems throughout the
economy, including healthcare; understand the health co-bene�ts of adaptation
and mitigation; and communicate e�ectively about these issues.

However, the climate and health �eld is still young, with a modest number of
experts, signi�cant gaps in knowledge, and few developed educational programs or
curricula in health professions schools. To bridge this gap, we must provide the
next generation of global health leaders with the knowledge and tools to help

https://networkcultures.org/blog/publication/covid-19-from-the-margins-pandemic-invisibilities-policies-and-resistance-in-the-datafied-society/
https://www.publichealth.columbia.edu/research/global-consortium-climate-and-health-education


protect human health and well-being from climate change and other planetary
changes.

Launched in early 2017, the Global Consortium on Climate and Health Education
(GCCHE) was developed over the course of 2016, born from a meeting at the
December 2015 COP-21 conference in Paris. The GCCHE’s vision is that all health
professionals throughout the world – doctors, nurses, and public health leaders
and practitioners – will be trained to prevent, reduce, and respond to the health
impacts of climate change. To advance progress toward this goal, the GCCHE has
convened an Advisory Council and Coordinating Committee of global experts, is
preparing resources for all schools of medicine, nursing, and public health to use,
and is obtaining commitments from health professions schools in all regions of the
world to include education on the health impacts of climate change in their
education.

Read More at GCCHE

ENDSHOTS

ON A BOAT AND AROUND THE SHORES OF LAKE
JOSEPH, ONTARIO

May 31, 2021

Amid Latest World and Canadian COVID-19 Stats & Charts

https://www.publichealth.columbia.edu/research/global-consortium-climate-and-health-education




Source: https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/


COVID-19 CASES & DEATHS (June 3, 2021), as follows...
Source:https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/world/mapping-

spread-new-coronavirus/?itid=sf_coronavirus

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/world/mapping-spread-new-coronavirus/?itid=sf_coronavirus


















Canada stays in 19th place globally for vaccines given/capita (19th for 5 weeks)





Note: there is likely large under-reporting in India of both
cases and deaths.



Source of Canadian Data Below June 2, 2021):
https://newsinteractives.cbc.ca/coronavirustracker/

https://newsinteractives.cbc.ca/coronavirustracker/








Source of Vaccination Data Below (June 3 2021):
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/covid-vaccine-tracker-global-

distribution/

https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/covid-vaccine-tracker-global-distribution/




Source of U.S. and Canadian Data Below (June 3, 2021):
https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/covid-19-curves-

compare-canada-and-other-key-nations-1.4881500#link-top

https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/covid-19-in-the-u-s-how-do-canada-s-provinces-rank-against-american-states-1.5051033
















Source of Canadian Data Below (June 3, 2021):
https://www.macleans.ca/society/health/covid-19-in-canada-how-

our-battle-against-the-second-wave-is-going/

https://www.macleans.ca/society/health/covid-19-in-canada-how-our-battle-against-the-second-wave-is-going/






Photo Credits: David Zakus
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